Abstract-In this paper, the theory of interval numbers was applied into multiple attribute decision-making to overcome the limitation of a single real number for attribute value. The interval positive ideal point of the decision problem was constructed based on the interval numbers of the attributes. The alternatives were projected to the positive ideal point according to the projection theory, and then the optimal closeness can be obtained with which the optimal solution can be chosen. Applying this method to the optimization of power grid planning, the example analysis shows that the method is scientific and practical.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple attribute decision making is becoming an immortal research focus in recent years in the academic circles. Multiple attribute decision-making with multiple goal decision constituting the multi-criteria decisionmaking system is the principal branch of operations research and management science. Many scholars engaged in the study of the theory of multiple attribute decision making, usually with AHP, fuzzy set theory and TOPSIS method, combined weights theory and methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and its range of application is in risk assessment and prediction, etc [8] [9] .
However, attribute values with an interval number rather than a numerical in a multiple attribute decision can be often more convincing, and the decision results also have more practical application value. In this paper, we assigned interval numbers to the values of attributes, obtained the interval positive ideal point of the decision problem, constructed the interval projection multiple attribute decision-making method, and applied it to the power grid planning optimization. The rest of this article is arranged as following: the second section presents the theoretical basis of the study; the third section is the description of the modeling process; the fourth section has carried on the empirical analysis; and the fifth section is the conclusion. 
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. Obviously, the bigger the value of ) ( i y y PRJ + , the closer the alternative i x and the interval positive ideal point are, that is to say, the better the alternative i x is.
III. MODELLING PROCESS
The steps of interval projection multiple attribute decision-making method are as follows.
Step1 According to interval algorithms, the formulas (3) and (4) can be written as the following forms: 
Step2, use WAA operator to compile the attributes of the alternatives )
, and obtain the comprehensive attribute values ( )( ) 
IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE
Power grid planning is a typical multiple attribute decision-making problem, in which many factors should be considered. A regional power grid construction has three alternatives )
. The attributes need to be considered are project costs ( 1 u ), life cycle ( 2 u ), average duration ( 3 u ), availability of land ( 4 u ) and reliability ( 5 u ).
The decision matrix Ã is shown as Step1, according to formulas (5) and (6), transform decision matrix Ã into normalized decision matrix R , and the result is shown as Table2.
Step2, Use the attribute weight vector ω and normalized decision matrix R to construct weighted normalized decision matrix Ỹ , and the result is shown as Table3. 
. So, we can draw a conclusion that i x is the optimal planning.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Multiple attribute decision-making method has wide basis, and its application has broad prospects. The scientific nature of the attribute value is the basis of the reasonability for decision-making results. In this research, the attribute values were regarded as interval numbers, which is more in line with the nature of things. Interval positive ideal point makes the decision problems have a scientific reference standard. Interval projection multiple attribute decisionmaking method was applied to power grid planning, and the results showed that the method is feasible and has certain applicability.
